The SME Cold Storage initiative is a project of the SMEFUNDS in Nigeria.
SMEFUNDS, the parent company, is an international NGO focused on cocreating, incubating and sustaining strategic eco-friendly social
enterprises that can be enabled by renewable energy technologies
across Nigeria, and the rest of Africa.
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The widespread problem in Nigeria is that 45 percent of agro-perishable
produce transported across the country go to waste due to the absence
of cold storage facilities along the value chain, from the farm gates, to
the agro-market places.
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Our project is to deploy solar-powered walk-in cold rooms in strategic
locations across Nigeria, majorly in highly concentrated agromarketplaces. The cold room will be for 24 hours storage, and handling,
and resale.
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Our business model is to buy tomatoes from the willing and desperate to
sell traders/merchants that sell in raffia baskets at reduced prices, and
we will clean, re-pack in plastic crates, and preserve in our cold store
overnight, for onward sale to bulk buyers at higher prices; this is our
model on a daily basis.
We chose this model out of our findings from physical market
investigation and the action research study of GEMS4/DFID revealing
that the selling price of a 20-kg of tomatoes in plastic crate is at
$5.30cents in Lagos market, while 20kg of the same tomatoes in raffia
basket is at $3.30cents. The price disparity is also the case for other agroperishable produces.
Also, the traders in the market would rather sell their tomatoes at
reduced prices in the afternoon and evening than preserve overnight at a
fee, because of their unfettered desire for cash.
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Our desire is to contribute significantly to the national agenda of
reducing food waste in Nigeria; to enhance the income of smallholder
farmers at the farm gates in Northern Nigeria, and merchants/traders in
various markets across the different geo-markets in the country.
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Here is the institutional track record of the key partners in the project.
SMEFUNDS will be the administer and apply the accessed funding to the
various cold stores. SMEFUNDS will own up to 35 percent in all cold
stores set up.
TAGE is the Trans-Africa Gas Electric is a renewable energy provider with
track record in deploying and operating solar powered cold store for
agro-perishable produce. TAGE has one 45-ton cold store in Northern
Nigeria, but at the farm gate.
Cold Hubs is also an indigenous cold store enterprise with over 10 solar
powered cold stores across the South Eastern part of Nigeria, serving the
low-income communities.
Bank of Industry is the foremost indigenous development bank in Nigeria
with over 40 years in supporting SMEs in the country. We will be
accessing the readily available low cost and long-term debt funding from
the bank to blend the equity funding accessed from Calvert Impact
Capital.
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Here is our Executive Team. The President of the SMEFUNDS Cold
Storage Project is Dr. Jubril Adeojo, who is a seasoned professional
banker with up to 10 diverse experience in impact investment,
community development, development finance, agriculture
development, and renewable energy finance.
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There is no cold storage facility serving fruits and vegetables (perishable
products) our pilot target market in Lagos, Mile 12 international market.
There are only two (2) major cold stores in the Mile 12 market, but they
are used for livestock (meat and chickens). The facilities run on power
generating set and the national grid.
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These are the technologies that will be deployed. The solar panels; ice
making facility (to serve as the energy storage) to cool the cold store in
the evenings; and the cold store metal container to be installed; the
water borehole system for adequate water in the facility. The total
estimated cost to setup is $65,000 dollars.
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Our pilot target market is the Mile 12 International Market, known as the
biggest agro-market place in Africa. The market receives over 120 10-ton
trucks of different perishable produces from different in Nigeria, and
neighboring countries i.e. Chad, Benin, and Cameroun. Commonly traded
vegetables in the market are: tomatoes, pepper, onions, okro, carrots,
green pea, lettuce and so on.
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Every cold store can be deployed to its target market between 3 to 4
months upon receipt of the required funding. The deployment period
will take of land use agreement with the land owner; land clearing and
security, before structural installation; being a member of the traders’
association in every target market; purchase and delivery of the solar
technologies and assets; and finally, installation of the cold store for
operation.
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We aim to deploy up to 30 cold stores over 3 years in Nigeria covering six
(6) geo-political regions – Lagos as a standalone hub in the South West
region; other SW cities; Port Harcourt as the standalone hub in South
South; other SS cities; Kano and Abuja as standalone hubs in the North
region; and other Northern cities. In total, there will be 9 target market
hubs for our project in the short to medium-term.
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We plan to deploy up to 7 cold stores in the first year, majorly in the
standalone hubs. Year 2, we aim to start 12 new cold stores; and the
remaining 11 cold stores will be deployed in Year 3.
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The project financials are from one cold store deployed to our target
market, Mile 12 International market in Lagos. We expect to make up to
$89,000 net income in the first year, and $179,000 in the second year, in
year 3, we expect over $300,000. This shows how strong our projected
cash-flow will be towards repaying any funding granted for the project in
less than 3 years.
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We need $2million dollars to deploy the 30 solar-powered cold stores
across Nigeria over the period of 3 years. We are seeking $1million as
equity funding from Calvert Impact Capital, to blend to the readily
available low cost and long-term debt funding from Bank of Industry and
local banks up to the tune of $1million.
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Thank you for listening.
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